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THE IOWA HOMEMAKER 
Dr. Mabel Nelson 
Tells Hazel Moore Aboui: 
Jobs for Foods Majors 
" I N THE field of foods and nutrition 
most girls are looking forward to 
another year of study or apprentice-
ship," stated Dr. P. Mabel Nelson, head 
of the Department of Foods and Nutri-
tion, recently. 
The largest percentage of girls are 
dietetics majors. They take a fifth year 
of training in an approved hospital and 
after that look for jobs. 
Girls who are interested in chemistry 
may get fellowships here or in other 
schools to work for an M. S. degree, be-
come graduate assistants, and gradually 
work into more complex experimental 
research, Dr. Nelson said. 
ahead of the teacher, Dr. Nelson believes, 
for besides room and board she may also 
receive a salary as large as the teacher's. 
Salaries now are lower than ever before; 
fomerly they have been from $80 to $100 
a month, but recently they have been cut 
to a small amount. Social work pays 
quite well, Dr. Nelson stated. An aver-
age wage is $100 a month. 
Things will be better, for, as Dr. Nel-
son said, ''There isn't any use in going 
on if they won't. ''And even now they 
are picking up. 
"It is hard to put one's hands on 
things to cite that are definite, but we 
have occasional calls for our graduates,'' 
Dr. Nelson said. Already this year there 
have been one commercial appointment, 
work for a dietitian and several social 
welfare positions. 
The department is turning out girls 
with a good educational background, and 
Dr. P. Mabel Nelson 
with a return of better times and the 
experience gained by working at anyt!Jing 
that comes a long, these girls will be 
ready to step into good positions, Dr. 
Nelson believes. 
For those who elect a straight Jmtri -
tion course the most emphasis is put on 
social welfare work. Economics and so-
ciology are studied closely with the nutri· 
tion courses. Many Iowa State girls ru·e 
in infant welfare work in Chicago, and 
at present a large number ru·e with un-
employment bureaus, directing and plan-
ning the work. 
COMMERCIAL work is usually not 
available without experience, accord-
ing to Dr. Nelson. "The girl who has 
just completed her 4 years of co liege 
training has as yet very little to offer a 
large concern in the way of something 
new and successful. However, many jobs 
on the radio, in advertising and journal-
ism require foods and nutrition training. 
It is a great deal easier to work up into 
such positions after several years of 
teaching or extension service," Dr. Nel-
son said. 
Hints on Keeping Food Cool ... 
Recently an Iowa State foods graduate 
who had just completed her training at 
Michael Reese Hospital in Chicago went 
east to work in the research department 
of the K elvinator Company. 
In the whole field of home economics 
an essential qualification for a job is ex· 
perience. This requires more than the 
average senio·r possesses, but an extra 
year's apprenticeship gives her back-
ground. A pleasing personality with the 
ability to sell herself and her ideas to 
others is very important, Dr. Nelson 
thinks. She must have something to of· 
fer people. Girls who make themselves at-
tractive by careful grooming and consid· 
oration of style and occasion are more 
likely to succeed than those who don't, 
according to Dr. Nelson. 
AT PRESENT remuneration in dollars 
and cents is ·very low; and some 
foods graduates are working for mainte· 
nance alone. These are mostly girls who 
can .live at home and work in the same 
town, however. The dietitian . 'is. usually 
F OOD spoils, when not kept cool enough, due to the growth of molds, 
yeasts and bacteria. According to 
the National Committee on the Relation 
of Electricity to Agriculture, the lack of 
adequate facilities for keeping food cool 
enough results each year in the loss of 
mi II ions of dollars worth of foocl in 
American homes. Data. compiled by Prof. 
E. R. Miller of the Oklahoma Agricul-
tural Experiment Station indicate that 
the value of the food and produce allowed 
to spoil from lack of refrigeration in the 
average farm home is sufficient to pay 
for the refrigeration needed to prevent 
this spoilage. 
EXPERTS in engineering and home 
economics in state agricultural experi-
ment stations have found the electric re·· 
frigerator to be an ideal source of 
refrigeration for the home, especially the 
farm home. The automatic control main-
tains a constant low temperature at all 
times. The temperature in the refriger-
ator may be changed by manipulating: the 
thermostatic control to give the degree 
of · refrigeration desired for different 
classes of foods. 
One of the most attractive arg:rm1ents 
in favor of the home electric re· 
frigerato}· is that, if properly managed, 
the cost of ·the electl-:icity r equired for its 
operation is 110 more than the cost of ice, 
and all the inconvenience of rui ice re-
By Virginia Trullinger 
frigera.tor is done away with. It has a lso 
been shown, however, that poor manage-
ment of the home electl'ic refrigerator 
and indifference to its proper operation 
may result in unnecessarily high and pro-
hibitive costs for the electl'icity used. 
H ere are a few suggestions for getting 
the best and least expensive service from 
an electric r efrigerator: 
1. 'l'he 1·efrigerator should be of suffi-
cient capacity to fully meet the needs 
of the family without overcrowding 
the storage compartments. 
2. Th e refrigerator should be installed 
in the coldest portion of the room, 
free from frequent tempeTature 
changes and with ample ventilation 
space. 
3. Storage of hot foods and unneces-
sarily frequent opening: of the refrig-
erator door should be avoided. 
4. All foods should be covered. 
5. Not more than three-eights inch of 
frost should be allowed to collect on 
the cooling unit. 
It has been bTought out that it is un-
wise to select a refrigerator that is too 
small for the fan1ily needs with the idea 
that there will be a saving in electricity. 
Such a refrige1·ator not only does not 
meet the needs of the family but irievit· 
ably is overcrowded. This results not only 
ill improper a nd inefficient cooling but 
iilCreases the runouilt of electricity . Te-
(Continued on page 15) 
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Healthy Children • tn Happy Homes • • • 
By Bernice Borgman 
T HE home has three responsibilities in the promotion of a child health 
program. The first is to maintain a 
healthy mental attitude of each member 
of the family. Next comes the need of 
providing correct diets for the children. 
Last is the prevention and control of com-
municable diseases. 
That is the way Dr. Estella Ford War-
ner, direetor of the Division of Child 
Hygiene of the United States Public 
Health Service, in a recent interview pic-
tured this work of the modern home. 
Dr. Warner spoke on child hygiene to 
Iowa homemakers at several of the home 
economics meetings of Farm and Home 
Week. 
Dr. Wamer placed mental health first 
because she believes that it is vividly re· 
fleeted in homes today. 
''When papa and mamma become e•lgy 
about finances the atmosphere of insecur-
ity at once leaves its ill effects upon the 
children's health,'' she said. 
She explained how home difficulties 
are increased when aunts, uncles and 
cousins must move in with the family 
and the conversation continually revolves 
about what they can and cannot afford. 
People accustomed to a high standa1·d 
of living develop an inferiority complex 
when they are forced to do without the 
things they formerly have had, she said. 
In all these situations the child is the 
first to suffer, she believes. 
THE home's second duty in the health program, Dr. Warner stated, is to 
provide the child with correct diets. 
''And by diets I mean not only the 
food that goes into the meals but also the 
manner in which it is r)l·epared and 
served,'' she added decisively. ''I do not 
blame any child for revolting at the sight 
of a plate of watery spinach set before 
An lnt:erview Wit:h Est:ella Ford Warner 
him. I've disciplined myself quite SO\'erely 
in this matter of eating spinach, but if 
it is served to me like that-well, I sim-
ply-'' Dr. Warner shrugged her shoul-
ders and laughed lightly. 
A third big function of the home is the 
prevention and control of communicable 
disease, Dr. Warner stated. Children 
should be inununized, she said, particu-
larly to smallpox and diphtheria, before 
going to school. Dr. Warner thinks the 
neglect of pa1·ents to have their children 
immunized is largely a matter of indif-
ference. 
'' The expense may be a drawback in 
some cases, but usually there are ways 
and means if one is really anxious to 
have it done,'' she said. ''It's something 
that people plan to have done--oh, some-
time.'' 
As to Iowa's major problems in child 
health, Dr. Warner conservatively re-
marked, ''I haven't been asked to make 
a study of Iowa's health problems, so 
I ca.Imot say what her major ones are. 
But some problems which I know exist in 
this state are those of inadequate pi·e-
natal care and respiratory and infectious 
diseases. ' ' 
OF THE infectious diseases, smallpox is the most prevalent, she continued, 
and much to Iowa's disgrace, because it 
is controllable through immunization. 
In a talk on child hygiene which Dr. 
Warner gave on Tuesday of Farm and 
Home Week she ehallenged Iowa mothers 
to be personally responsible for aiding 
in lowering death rates in diphtheria, 
smallpox and maternity cases. Iowa, she 
said, has a long way to go in the health 
program, and much can be accomplished 
through education of parents and physi-
cians. 
The United States Public Health Ser· 
vice, with which Dr. Warner has been 
employed for the last 15 years, carries 
on vast research in child hygiene. Studies 
are made of seasonal and sex variations 
in height and weight of children, the first 
appearance and progress of visual and 
hearing defects, especially of school chil-
dren, the effects of different types of 
birth upon the behavior and mental de-
velopment of the children and mortality 
rates of infants and mothers. 
Application of results follows the re-
search. Schools are informed how to de-
tect and prevent ear and eye defects. 
Another phase of the Public Health 
Service is that of assisting state health 
departments in administrative problems 
of child health, analyzing local problems 
and giving advisory service. 
There is also the educational program, 
which consists of preparing material for 
distribution and cooperating with other 
organizations engaged in child welfare 
projects. 
Before entering her present work 
Dr. Warner was engaged in many dif-
ferent phases of child health work. For 
a time she practiced pediatTics in Port-
laud, Ore. She also directed various 
health movements, one of which was a 5-
year program in child health in Ma1·ion 
County, OI·e. 
She considers her medical work in 
northern Russia during the World War 
the most interesting of her health proj-
ects. Here she worked with women and 
(Continued on page 16) 
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Clara Barton Girls' 
Account: Books Show 
THE IOWA HOMEMAKER 
College Needn't: Be Expensive 
"BUT college is so expensive!" ex-
claims the modern mother. ''I'd 
like so much to have Jane go·, but 
we just can 't afford it. They say it costs 
about $1,000 a year , and since John's 
salary cut-'' 
Jane 's mother ought to investigate this 
matter of college expenses. She hasn't, 
or she 'd know that Jane may take a year 
of college on less than half this sum. The 
solution is : Put Jane in a cooperative 
dormitory. Let her learn to mrumge her 
time and her money; let her acquire a 
f eeling of responsibility by earning a 
part of her own expenses. 
A college education is not an expensive 
luxury to coeds who live in cooperative 
dormitories. For with accurate budget-
ing and account-keeping and 'watching 
the corners" on expenses, girls at Clara 
Barton H all, Iowa State College, have 
found it possible to spend less than 
$1,600 in 4 years of college. And they 
have a good time doing it! 
Fifteen Clru·a Barton girls, each of 
whom has lived in one of Iowa State's 
''coop dorms' ' for at least a year , had 
expenses varying from $300 to $67 5 a 
year, with an average of $387, a figure 
quite different from $1,000-the amount 
regarded necessary for a year of college 
by the average adult. 
SOME of the girls buy very few clothes 
when away from home and conse-
quently do not include clothes in their 
yearly college expenses. But one coed, 
including everything, even Christmas gifts, 
and all clothes bought at school a:nd at 
home, spent only $400 last year. 
Very f ew of the girls know just w\1at 
percentage of their money is spen t for 
clothes. Some said that they buy most of 
their clothes when away from home and 
include them in their yearly expense fig-
ures. One girl, who spent $380 last yea1·, 
estimates that about 15 to 20 percent of 
this sum went for clothes, ru1d that her 
parents bought about half her clothes at 
home. Clothes bought a,t home are not 
included in her college expenses. 
In most cases the girls who buy their 
clothes at school and include them .in their 
expense accounts have the highest yearly 
expenses. The only girl who spent over 
$450 last year has a set allowance and 
buys all of her clothes from it. Her ex-
penses total $675 a year. She spends 
"whatever is left" after paying other 
bills for clothes. 
Now how do these girls manage to 
spend so little during a year in college~ 
First, they pay only $2.15 a week for 
board. They prepare and serve all of 
their own meals, cutting the price of 
boa1·d in two. (In non-cooperative dormi-
tories at Iowa State College boaru i.; 
$4.15 a week.) 
N EXT, tuition and f ees at Iowa State 
amount to about $100 a year, much 
less than the average for colleges over 
the country. And some of t he· girls who 
live in cooperative dormitories have fee 
exemptions, which cut registration ex-
pense considerably. Each of two girls 
who ·have fee exemptions of $20 a quar-
ters (leaving only $12 1·egistrat ion fee) 
spend $300 a year. Another spends about 
$315 a year. 
Third, seven of the girls keep accmate 
accounts of their expenditures, complete 
''to the penny.'' Five of the others 
keep track of their checks and larger ex-
penses but do not keep account of small 
cash items. The other three have ''started 
out" to keep account of all expenses 
several times and know in a general way 
where their money goes. These three 
don't have checking accounts but pay all 
bills in cash. They know how much they 
are given by their parents during the 
year but do not know just how it is 
spent. 
One girl said t hat a checking account 
was ''not very satisfactory'' to her. '' I 
wouldn't spend so much if I had to pay 
out the cash,'' she said. ''But I don't 
seem to realize t hat I'm spending it when 
I write a check.' ' This is the girl who 
has a definite allowance and spends $675 
a year. 
The average percentage of total ex· 
pense spent for t uition and fees by these 
girls is 23, varying from 11 percent by 
a girl who has fee exemption to 29 per-
cent. 
Seven of the girls budget their ex-
penses carefully, allowing certain 3Jllounts 
for fees, board, roOIJl and clothes. 
Two others have a definite amount 
of money to use each quarter and 
keep within this limit. Another ''starts 
out to'' budget her money every now a11 cl 
then but doesn't ''keep it up. '' The 
1·est don't budget their expenses, but use 
what money they have and then ''send 
home for more. '' 
Most of these ''coop donn'' girls know 
the value of money, especially when you 
have a meager supply of it. And they 
are earefnl not to spend it on frills and 
furbelows. They t hink t hat the incon-
venience of ''watching expenses '' is more 
than made up fo r by the benefits they 
receive f rom learning to manage money. 
Typical replies to the question, ''What 
benefit do you get from watching ex-
penses f " were : 
''You know j ust where you are, how 
much you are spending for each thing.'' 
"You know just where your money 
goes.'' 
'' You learn how to manage money. I 
like to keep an expense account. It heJps 
with f uture budgeting. You can see what 
your money is going for and cut down in 
some places if necessary. ' ' 
''You learn how to budget expenses 
ru1d how to count your pennies." 
Only two of the coeds said that they 
were not ' ' watching expenses '' carefully. 
And both of these spent more than t he 
average for the 15 girls last year. 
" w HAT benefit . do you get from liv-
ing in a coope1·ative dorm ~ '' was 
the next question . 
. All of the girls t hink that they do 
benefit greatly from the practical experi-
ence in home economics that they get by 
preparing meals and managing work time 
in the dormitory. One of them, an in-
dustrial science student-an unusual per-
son at Iowa State, where most girls aTe 
"home ecs " - thinks that the practical 
experience is especially valuable to her. 
She doesn't get it in classes. 
''It's one class .you don't have to pay 
tuition for,'' said a sophomore. 'I've 
learned a lot about cooking. '' 
''You learn economy, for one thing, '' 
said another. ''I think you spend less 
on shows and eating than you would if 
you lived somewhere else.'' 
Almost all of the girls agreed that 
t hey spend less on shows and knick-
knacks in food than they would if they 
lived in an ordinary donn or sorority 
house. The reasons for this are that they 
have less time for ' ' fooling ru·ouncl'' uml 
that the average girl in. the cooperative 
dorm has less money to spend on such 
t hings. 
''I like the coop dorm because you 
learn to manage time. You just can't 
fool around aJJ.d you jnst hav.e to make 
things come out,' ' said a girl who budgets 
her money and ''sticks to'' her bnclget. 
(Continued on page 15} 
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Sally t:he St:yle Scout: 
Get:s Advance Not:ice 
On Scheming Coeds' New Spring Clot:hes 
F IRST Feminine Voice: "I'm so actually sick of every dress I own 
I could scream-but thank goodness, 
wha t with spring just around the cor-
ner, I'm cheering up. I want a swagger 
suit, and-" 
Second Feminine Voice: (breaking 
in) "So do I! Blue, navy blue! I read 
that it's going to be a nautical spring, 
everything very sma.rt, tailored and 
fresh-and the new prints-why I can 
hardly wait!" 
This cross section of co-ed conversa-
tion may aid professors in diagnosing 
the reason for so many late arrivals 
at class. Anyway, we've been having 
such a grand time hearing about what 
everybody's planning for her spring 
wardrobe tha.t classes do seem 1·ather a 
nuisance. 
We met H elen Nyweide on the steps 
of Science Hall the other day and we 
just can't resist telling you about what 
she's planning for spring, we were so 
impressed ourselves. Of course, it may 
all tum out differently, but that's part 
of the fun. Anyway, she thinks a light 
blue suit (hip-length jacket) with sleeves 
trimmed in blue fox fur will interp1·et 
her ~deas of chic. The blouse will be 
grey taffeta, H elen sai)'s, and she's go-
ing to choose grey accessOl'ies-bag, 
shoes, gloves. She insists t hat she has 
a weakness fm- good-looking sport 
clothes, but her new white crepe for-
mal spells "spring, 1934." It's very 
high in front, very low in back, and 
sweeps the floor in perfect pla inness 
except for a band of crepe flowers curv-
ing around each shoulder. Silver shoes, 
drop earrings with brilliants, long white 
gloves and a white bunny wrap complete 
the ensemble. 
TilE other night, hurrying home to dinner, we heard about the new "for-
the-nice-occasion" dress that Fl(}renda 
Schoon is planning. It's to have four 
gores in front and two in back. There 
will be buttons all the way down the 
back of the waist, continuing the seam-
line of the skirt-that straight, slim 
effect, you know. Fullness is showing 
up at the back, this spring, sa.ys Flor-
enda, so she is going to achieve the 
fullness she wants by inserting flat 
pleats in back, the kind that lie one-on-
-top-of-the-other. The1·e will be cap 
sleeves coming around over the ~boulder 
as a continuation of the front of the 
dress. It's going to be orange, or per -
haps red-orange, very happy selections, 
considering Florenda's brunette coloring. 
We were, oh so innocently, talking to 
Virginia Kirstein at lunch recently and 
discovered that she had pmctically de-
cided on a dark blue swagger suit, but 
that's the only hint she'd give us about 
her spring plans. Only as "Sally" will 
she speak her mind, we guess. 
Several girls are considering swagger 
suits, especially in dark blues-but each 
one has her own individual ideas for 
working out the ensemble. Mary Stew-
art's will be dark blue tweed. Marian 
Lage wants one of wool in a plain 
smooth weave, featuring a three-quarter 
length jacket. Wit h it she plans dark 
blue and white accessories. It sounds 
very smart, doesn't it ~ Marian i s also 
making herself a white corduroy jacket 
for formal wear. It, too, will be three-
quarter length, swaggm· style, with a 
small collar in back gl'Owing into an 
ascot tie in f ron t . She will wear a r ed 
Suits Are Popular With Coeds 
formal with i t now, and later she plans 
to get a white one. Still later, Marian 
would like to have a white wool flannel 
swagger suit trimmed in brown f ur. 
Ruth McElhinney has a new dark blue 
dress with elbow-length sleeves.. It's 
showing the new drop shoulder effect 
with a yoke all the way '1·ound in a 
very handsome Roman stripe--yeilow 
orange and red. And that's the reason 
Ruth thinks a seven-eighths length 
swagger coat, dark blue, of some light 
weight wool material would fit in with 
her wardrobe nicely. · 
AW ANDA LARSON is one of the peo-ple who stresses careful planning as 
the secret of sma1'tness. She has a new 
black formal, very clever and low; that 
is, low until she puts on her jacket, which 
is banded in tightly at the waist and 
ties in a bo·w in the back. This jacket 
is fastened at the neck in back, but is 
slashed to the waist, a trick designers 
are using this season. Thus fortified, 
Awanda feels ready to fit into almost 
any "dress-up" occasion gracefully, un-
til time for organdie. 
Among those who know how "right" 
prints a re going to be this spring is 
Hazel Moore. Hazel has visions of a 
crepe suit, dress and short jacket, in 
charming blue and lavender pastels. With 
lingerie touches at the neck and godets 
in the &kirt to give it the n ew wind-
swept feeling, it sounds as though she 
wer e sure to catch the spirit of spring. 
Blue seems to be the general favorite, 
but it by no means canies off all the 
honors. A brown and yellow plaid lin-
en dress with drop yoke and brown lac-
ings at tl1e shoulders, finished off with 
a brown patont leather belt, is Evelyn 
Davis' choice. She wants a brown linen 
three-quarter length jacket .for it, too. 
As if that weren't enough clever ideas, 
she is thinking about a rose linen for-
mal, with a brown velveteen wrap. It 
all goes to prove that Evelyn is "con-
trast-wise." 
W E CAN'T overlook what the Titian-haired co-eds a r e conjuring up for 
warmer days. Having r ed hair must be 
thrilling, but we are given to understand 
that it makes choosing clothes rather 
complicated. Kathryn Smith thinks a 
brown swagger suit with just a hint 
of orange fleck will do the right things 
to her hair. With it she plans to wear 
reptile oxfords and bag. A brown linen 
dress, cut high in front and fashioned 
in severest simplicity except, perhaps, 
(Contimted on page 15) 
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Planning Will Give You 
Time to Read That New Book ... 
" BUT we haven't any time! '' 
That lament is always heard 
when anyone on this eampu~ 
dares suggest that tudent here might 
conceivably devote a little more of their 
time to r eading for pure enjoyment, to 
going to plays and lectures, and even to 
getting acquainted with other students. 
In one of my classes a constant cause 
of dissension between instructor and stu· 
dents is the question of whether or not 
students on this campus have time for 
reading things outside of their regular 
assignments. The instructor, of course, 
says yes, the students, no. In this case, 
I agree perfcetly with the instructor-
and I dislike ''apple-polishing'' as much 
as you clo! 
I realize, of course, that in writing 
this I'm ''rushing in where angels f ear 
to tread,'' that no two students have the 
same schedule, outside duties or initial 
abilities-in short, that I am beset with 
danger on all sides. And yet, I do be-
lieve that most students on this campus 
could, with profit to themselves, spend 
more time in doing the things mentioned 
above. What's more, their grades would 
not need to suffer at all! 
L ET us say you carry 16 hours of 
school work. Each hour of cr edit 
is supposed to call for three hours of 
work a week-either one hour in class 
and two in preparation, three in labor-
atory work or two in laboratory and one 
in prepaTation. Tlus would make 48 
hours to spend weekly on school work. 
Thus, if you spent nine hours at your 
By Regina Kildee 
school wo1·k on the five regular school 
clays and three on Saturday, you would 
be fulfilling all expectations. 
You will doubtless find that in prepar-
ing some lessons you will require less than 
two hours, and for others you may need 
more. There the matter of individual 
differences enters into the picture. Each 
student must make his own adjustments 
in that matter. 
If you go to school ( ancl tha t includes 
studying) from eight to twelve and from 
one to four, that takes care of seven 
of the required nine hours handily. It 
should be easy to get in the two r emain-
ing hours sometime during the day. They 
say it is better to do it in the evening 
than from four to six, but in case there 's 
a good movie or concert in the evening, 
a.n occasional four-to -six-o'clock study 
period never hurt anyone. 
''But my activities I '' you moan, or 
''My work! '' Outside work may mean a 
readjustment of the above schedule--
again a matter of individual planning. 
Activities surely will not ta.ke so much 
time that you clo not have, almost ~ve1·y 
da.y, some time to clo exactly what you 
want to, if you plan 
That planning goes for everything. It 
is a good idea to make a list in the even· 
ing of the things you want to accom-
plish next clay and th e time you expect 
to spend at each . If you keep this list 
before you while you work, you will find 
yourself keeping to it and hurrying along 
just a little to keep within the allotted 
time. It will also help prevent hurried 
trips home from t he libmry to get a for-
Making Quilts Is a Modern Hobby 
gotten list of references you absolutely 
must have before you start preparing 
your history lesson. In this way, too, 
you can plan to 'clo up'' a lot of library 
work at one time so that you won't waste 
so much time and energy going back and 
forth. 
I F Y?~ now waste time worrying about 
wntmg that term theme or about 
planning that convention, you 'II find 
you're much calmer and more effi cient 
after you know just what you're going 
to clo and at what time. You will feel 
better when you r ea lize that you have 
time and to spare to clo everything neces-
sary. 
Yes, a plan's a great thing-if it's 
flexible. I've actually known students 
to refuse to go to Des Moines to see a 
very special play because they ''always 
study history Tuesday e\·enings.'' There 
is always another time to study anything 
for t he sake of ''something special.'' 
Afte r all, t aking care of an emergency 
like this is just a matter of planning to 
study at an odd time in order to clo some-
thing else during your 1·egular study 
period. 
L et us say you study from eight to 
twelve, from one to four, and from eight 
to ten. That leaves you from four to 
eight and from ten o'clock on free. Your 
''ten on'' period may not be very long 
if you need as much sleep as a lot of us 
se~m to. But what can't you do in the 
four hours from four to eight! If you 
are an ultra-activity girl you will, doubt-
less, immediately see the splendid possi-
bility for four whole meetings. If, on 
the ();ther ha.nd, you are satisfied with 
one or two meetings a clay, think of the 
possibility of reading, walking or listeJ'-
ing to the radio, entirely conscience-free 
because you have carried out your plan 
for this clay and tomormw will carry 
out another. 
THEN there are still other ways of 
adding to your free time. One of the 
best of these is increasing your r eading 
mte. Experiments have shown that this 
rate may be incr eased from 50 to 100 
percent, and what a time saver this in-
crease is ! 
Taking one subject alone, if you can 
lea m to r ead your English lesson in one 
hour and it took two before, you will 
have three extra hours a week in which 
to r ead books, have elates or clo anything 
else you enjoy. Multiply this by the 
number of courses for which you clo read-
ing, ancl you 'II see how much fun you're 
going to have when you get your reading 
rate up to where it should be! How to 
do this~ It's easy ! Just time yourself 
on reading pages in your different text 
books. Keep a daily r ecord of your speed 
and consciously and continuously try to 
increase it. Push yourself in your read-
ing speed. Concentrate on it. And you 'I! 
improve! 
Concentration is an important time-
saver, too. "Work while you work and 
play while you play'' is a goocl mo-tto. If 
you're like me, you never can think of 
anything to say to anybody until you sit 
beside her in the library with your t ext-
book and notebook spread out in f1·ont of 
you. Then you can't think of anything 
b1tt what you want to say. However, it 
is possible to curb these gregarious im-
pulses until your duty is clone, and it will 
be done much sooner if you clo concen-
trate. 
Some more advice at which I've al-
ready hinted: Don't waste time worry-
ing about what you have to do. Just 
hurry and get it clone and forget it. 
You'll feel lots better, and people will 
like you lots better, too. 
I realize, of course, that in writing on 
this subject I have put myself in much 
the position of the thief lecturing on 
honesty, but t hey do say, ''Experience 
is the best teacher.'' and I've had al-
most 11 quarters of it! 
You May Like Art Work 
Farm Women at: I. S. C. 
By Winifred Moore 
TH E fresh .smell of new paint and the delightful touches of bright color in 
the laboratories of Home Economics Hall 
the week of F eb. 5 to 9 showed that 
something special was ''going on.'' 
Exhibitions, displaying everything f rom 
choice splashes of beauty from 10-cent 
stores to a collection of exquisite hooked 
rugs, were seen in the art laboratories. 
People hurried through the halls to lec-
tures on child health and care by visiting 
speakers, demonstrations of research find-
ings by the Foods Department and sew-
ing discussions in the clothing 1::1 bora-
tories. 
"'rhe Enjoyment of Color," "Life in 
the Philippines," "Music in the Home, " 
"Is Your Kitchen Up-to-Date~ " and 
"Making Your Dress Fit Smartly" were 
subjects of lectures and discussion fo1· 
hundreds of farm women. The event was 
Fm·m and Home Vv eek, a regular occur-
rence during winter qua1·ter at Iowa 
State College. The total emollment was 
1,800, much larger than that of last year. 
A roast put in the paJl with the fat side 
up bastes i tself as the fat melts and 
cook.s ou.t of the meat. 
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Hobbies Insure 
Happy Old Age 
By Gladys Johnson 
DO YOU want to know what you 'll be doing when you are ''after 
forty~" H ere '.s a test that is far 
sounder than the mystic revelation of a 
crystal ball, according to Dr. Elizabeth 
:E. Hoyt, professor of economic science. 
L ook a round your room. What do you 
find ~ Is there a tennis racket over the-
door~ Wha.t books m·e saJ1dwiched be-
tween the textbooks on yom· shelves~ Is 
tlwre a scrapbook on your table with a 
lot of things yet to be pasted in ~ Do 
you have a stack of ragged music sheets 
under your bed ~ Is there a pine cone or 
a sprig of larch tucked somewhere that 
you picked up on yom· way home from 
school f Do you have block prints on 
your wall ~ 
Your hobbies in college are a signifi-
cant index to your leisure-time activities 
after you a re forty, Dr. Hoyt thinks. 
''In fact,'' she said recently, ''col-
lege is the ideal set -up for planting seeds 
for hobbies. Opportunities for discover-
ing interesting hobbies for yourself and 
for developin:~ these lines of interest arc 
abundant in college. Courses in music 
appreciation, crafts, bird study, creative 
writing, art, potte1·y, period furniture and 
campfire a1·e a 11 hohby-building. 
"ALL aspects of nature a1·e impOl't-
ant," Dr. Hoyt stated. "When 
other senses grow dim, you can still iden-
tify forms of nat ure. I knew a man who, 
after 70, leam ed to know all the t rees 
in the community by their bark and by 
their b1·anches.'' 
Dr. Hoyt has written an art icle in 
Soc·ial Fo1·ces (March, 1933) on "Re-
search in the Social Problems of Old 
Age.'' I n this she emphasizes the fact 
that, of all the fields of social research 
based on the problems of normal periods 
of the life cycle, the most neglected is 
that of life as it approaches its close. 
''All other age periods,'' she says, 
''carry within t hemselves some r egener -
ative capacity, so that when social condi-
tions a re disaclvantageous, the individual 
by virt ue of his own vitality yet has a 
chance to triumph. 
''Such is not the case with old age. 
'rhe vigor, t he expansive quality of life, 
has gone. If t he individual has no J'e-
sources within him, it is too late for hjm 
to get them. New 1·esources of t hought 
m·e not arising. He is dependent as he 
has never been before. '' 
Financial indepenclenco and physical 
handicaps are less important than. inter-
ests. This is the conclusion reached by 
Frances Conkey, graduate student under 
Dr. Hoyt, in her thesis, ''Adaptation of 
Golf 
and 
Swimming 
Are 
Fun 
for 
Young 
and 
Old 
Riding 
or 
7 
Rowing 
May 
Be 
Your 
Hobby 
50 Men and Women to Old Age.'' Among 
these cases, in which she considered vari-
ous factors relating to old persons' ad-
justment to life, she found no instance 
of poor adjust ment among persons of 
broad aJlCl keen interest s. 
The moral of a ll this is: Begin now 
to build for y<>ur life after forty. You 
soon will be .choosing your electives for 
spring quru·ter. Look a1·ound your room. 
Try to visualize what you wa11t to have 
in it 25 yem·s from now. Then classify 
in that photography course, t hat crafts 
course or some other hobby-builder. 
Washing soda is a cheaper water soft-
ener than soap. 
* ·:f * 
Buyers get more goods and less pack-
age for their money when they buy one 
large package instead of many small ones. 
* * * 
Pink salmon costs less than red salmon, 
and serves just as well for salmon loaves, 
salads, m1d casserole dshes. 
* * * 
Alkaline-forming foods are most fruits 
except cranberries and some prunes, vege-
tables except com, and milk. The acid 
group of foods contains meat, fish, eggs, 
cereal and bread. 
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Alumnae Echoes • • • 
. . . news bits from t:he front: lines 
ENID MI N E R, Ex. '25, is dietitian at 
the Security Benefit Association 
Home and Hospital in Tnpeka, Kan. A 
children's home of 50 and an old peo· 
ple's home of 801 are in connection with 
the hospital. A farm connected with the 
hospital supplies fresh vegetables and 
milk. 
* * 
Alice Hansell, M. S. '32, is in charge 
of home economics at Simpson College 
for the remainder of the year, during 
the absence of the regular instructOl". 
* * * 
Virginia Brokaw, '33, is in charge of 
the Art a11d Needlework Department at 
the Boston Store, Fort Dodge. 
* * * 
E dited by Ila P ierce and E dith Fezler 
Zo·rada Z. T itus, M. S. '27, is the au-
thor of a book entitled "Better Cooked 
Foods." It is a series of recipes which 
have been compiled and issued by the 
Coleman Lamp and Stove Company of 
Wichita, Kan. Miss Titus is dii·ector of 
the Household Searchlight, testing lab-
oratnry of the Capper Publications, To-
peka, Kan. 
* * * 
Margaret McDonough, '33, is working 
on the campus in the bulletin office, 
Agricultural Annex. 
Cold rolls may be made crisp crusted, 
light and flaky by dipping quickly in cold 
water and placing them immediately in a 
very hot oven. Anna E . Richardson 
Irene Tolliver, '31, is . now at the 
White Mountain Academy for boys and 
girls from Mississippi and Alabama., at 
Mathison, Miss. The school is Under tl1e 
supervis ion of the Methodist ~hurch. 
About 300, mostly junior college stu-
dents, are enrolled. All the cooking is 
done by college girls who are earning 
their expenses. Miss Tolliver supervises 
kitchen work, menu planning, buying, 
Anna Richardson, Educator • • • 
Irene Tolliver 
bookkeeping and other outside activities. 
About half of the other teachers are 
from the North, most of them having 
received their degrees from the Univer-
sity of Chicago. Miss 'l'olliver wTites that 
the campus is beautiful. 
* * * 
Graduates who are teaching in emer-
gency adult education classes are Mabel 
Phipps, '24, Cherokee; Alice Fo·rd, '32, 
Estherville; E dna Collins, '33, Galva. 
* * * 
Olive Swanson, '28, is living in Wil-
kinsburg, Pa. 
* * * 
May F rank, M. S. '31, is teaching in 
the Home Economics Department at 
Iowa State 'l'eacheTs' College, Cedar 
Falls. 
This is the thi1·d in a series of 
pe1'S01l.ality sketches of horne eco-
no1nics leaders w1·itten by members 
of Phi• Upsilon Omicron, p1·ofes-
sional horne econontics j1·atenvity. 
A NNA E. R-ICHARDSON stands out as one of the most brilliant and 
far-seeing leaders in the develop-
ment of home economics. Her sense of 
perspective and her realization of the sig-
nificance of situations led her to a place 
of high standing. Not seeking fame or 
positions .of note, she received these 
through her outstanding ability in human 
as well as home economics research. Her 
sympathy and understanding of her co-
workers gave many of them confidence to 
grow and l'ise in the profession, too. 
Mary Sweeny of the Merrill-Palmer 
School in Detroit has said: 
''Her standard for personal service 
was not to seize the dramatic opportun-
ity for prestige and recognition, but 
rather to promote the kindly interchange 
between two human beings, one of whom 
was needing com·age, advice and sym-
pathy. '' 
Her early life was one of determina-
tion, for being born in Charleston, S. C., 
meant breaking southern traditions to 
secure professional training. She re-
ceived this at Peabody College for Teach-
ers, the University of Chicago and Colum-
bia University and did brilliant research 
By Hilde Kronsage 
in foods and nutrition at the University 
of Texas. 
W HEN Miss Richardson went to col-lege for the first time, her father 
presented her with a check book to be 
used carefully and with discretion. Her 
schoolmates, knowing the trust her fathm· 
had in her, tried to influence the amount 
of her expenditures; but her 1·eply a lways 
was that because of the r espect she had 
for this trust she could not violate it. 
Although in 1922 she was chief of the 
Home Economics Education Service of 
the Federal Board for Vocational Edu-
cation, she accepted the offer of Iowa 
State College to become dean of the Home 
Economics Division. At that time plans 
were being laid for remodeling and add-
ing to the building. Miss Richardson 
worked unceasingly on these, that there 
might be finer and more complete labora-
tories for the development o·f home eco-
ncmics. She revealed to many the 
numerous possibilities for graduates of 
this profession in other lines besides the 
usual cooking and sewing. 
She was much interested in child de-
velopment, and in 1926 1·esigned her po-
sition at Ames in OHler to promote a 
program in this field for the American 
Home Economics Association. 
Her chai1·manship of the White House 
Conference Subcommittee in Education 
for the Home and Family Life at the 
Elementary and Secondary Levels brought 
many new and important viewpoints to 
light. She believed that-
(Continued on page 16) 
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NEVER a day goes by but we hear some new plan for improving ourselves-our minds, our bodies, 
our personalities. We examine ourselves critically and 
decide that perhaps we don 't know enough about phil-
osophy or history, that perhaps we aren't taking our 
college work seriously enough, and that we are eating 
too many sweets and exercising too little. 
We sit down to think matters over. We decide to 
arrange our time so that we can read a little philoso-
phy each night, study each lesson the required two 
hours and get in a few minutes of calisthenics at some 
time during the day. We also decide to eat all of our 
prunes for breakfast and to refuse the next piece of 
candy offered us. And finally we resolve to take a 
more serious attitude toward things in general. Then 
we go to bed feeling very virtuous, courageous and 
capable. 
To be sure it's good f01; us all to go through this 
process every so often to keep from becoming self-
satisfied, fat and lazy. But even self-improvement can 
be carried to extremes. A perpetual self-improvement 
campaign can drive both the "campaigner" and all 
his friends to distraction. 
Everyone needs to take some time each day to "be 
silly"-to enjoy whatever happens to amuse him. But, 
whatever you do, don't plan the time of day when 
you'll do it. There may be nothing to laugh at be-
tween 7 :30 and 8 o'clock in the evening. It's best, 
after all, to laugh when you're amused, regardless of 
time of day. 
And if your best friend drops in for the week-end, 
don't insist upon getting in your half-hour of serious, 
mind-improving reading and let said friend entertain 
himself (or herself) while you read. Ten years from 
now you'll remember a lot more of your conversation 
about old times with your friend than you will of 
your philosophic reading. And you'll enjoy conver-
sation more at the time, too. 
The people we like best are those with whom we 
have good times-the people who laugh at our jokes, 
eat lots at midnight spreads, "kid" us about our little 
mistakes and, perhaps, even giggle in the library when 
something funny happens. They may be engaged upon 
real self-improvement campaigns (worthy projects) , 
but they forget them now and then and enjoy friends, 
human nature and even food. 
Homemaker Officers Chosen 
ONCE again the Homemaker takes a new lease of life. New officers have been chosen to plan better 
stories, sell more ads and get more subscriptions. 
The new editor is really a veteran as far as the 
Homemaker is concerned. She has written features 
for the magazine for the last 3 years and has been 
associate editor the last year as well. Gertrude H en-
driks will edit the April issue, assisted by Ruth Cook, 
the newly elected associate editor. 
Ruth has been a Homemaker feature writer ever 
since she transferred from Drake a year ago last fall. 
She's a persistent journalist who gets her story if she 
can, and if she can't, gets another one. 
Della Buell continues as business manager . She was 
chosen in December to take the place of Leona Neu-
bert, and was re-elected this month. And it's said that 
she gets the ads as well as Ruth gets the stories. 
Laura Christensen steps into the job of circulation 
manager, a job which promises to be more interesting 
since the advent of the activities fee on the campus. 
Next year Laura can confine her sales campaign to 
faculty and ''outsiders''; home economics students 
will subscribe when they pay this all-college fee in the 
registration lines. Laura has written features for the 
Homemaker during the last two quarters. 
New Style Scout: Takes Job 
SALLY the Style Scout has become a different per-son. No, she hasn 't taken up a self-reform pro-
gram-she has changed identity entirely. 
Virginia Kirstein, who has been Sally to Home-
maker readers for more than a year, has chosen her 
successor as style writer. Gretchen Prouty begins 
with this issue to fit into· her role. 
With home management house, student teaching 
and outside work besides, Virginia has found style-
scouting a bit hard to get into the program this year, 
and, too, she plans to graduate in June. Gretchen is 
well qualified for fashion-writing, having written a 
newspaper fashion column for several months last 
summer and fall. 
According to a survey made by members of the edi-
torial staff last quarter, Sally the Style Scout's page 
is the most popular feature in the magazine. During 
the last few months an attempt has been made to 
make it more popular by featuring campus clothes 
and outfits worn by Iowa State coeds. 
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A Fall May Mean a Broken Arm 
You Can Be a Hero • • • 
The first-aiil infonnation in thi-s story 
was given Miss Chadwick by Miss Fern 
A. Gmtlding of the Hygiene Depm·tment. 
It snggests a few things that the home-
make!" nwy do for minm· injltries o1· be-
fore the doctm· a1-rives. 
Y ou can be a hero if you know what to do in case of an emergency. And 
the whole idea is really just as much 
"don't" as it is "do." 
For instance, contrary to the general 
belief, heat is no general cure-all for 
headaches, tummy aches, back aches and 
whatever aches may be the thing of the 
moment. If your stomach is tied up in 
knots and you long for a hot water bot-
tle, refrain until a doctor has assured you 
that it's not appendicitis you're dealing 
with-an ache which calls for an ice bag 
and not heat. 
Black eyes do happen now and then in 
the best of families. And again, cold 
wa.ter will help to keep the face from be· 
ing swollen beyond recognition on the day 
after. Apply the water cold, and keep 
the cloth or towel constantly as frigid as 
possible. 
It's not uncommon in these 60-mile-an-
hour days to see cars piled up in the 
ditches, wholly void of occupants. But 
the time may come when you 'II be within 
a few feet of the pile-up, and here's, your 
chance for the hero act. 
·Shock is one of the primary results 
of accidents. Shock calls for 1·est. 
It's better to let anyone in such a condi-
tion simply lie where he is than to carry 
By Claire Chadwick 
him to another car. A few minutes' rest 
to allow his disturbed heart to catch up 
and start pounding normally means a lot 
more than saving 5 minutes on the trip 
to town. It's not a bad idea here to use 
any llC'.at availabl&--wrap the person in 
any coats you may find. If the·re 's a hot 
dog stand within shouting distance-ani! 
that's quite the usual thing-clash over 
for a cup of hot, black coffee to help 
the heart action. 
It isn't necessary to be out on the 
highway to prove your worth as a hero. 
The girl sitting next to you in class may 
be so weary of the lecture that she de-
cides to stage a strange interlude and 
faints. Treat her rough. Shove her head 
down and keep it there. When she first 
''comes to'' she may resent the action, 
but she'll thank you later. The fainting 
is caused by a temporary lack of blood 
in the head, and if the head is lowered, 
it gives the blood a chance to get back 
where it belongs. 
T HERE'S a fine treatment for burns that aren't of too serious a natm·e, 
and it's easy to apply. Tannic acid, a 5 
percent water solution or the 5 percent 
ointment, has a way of keeping the poi-
sons from bmnecl tissue f1·om circulating 
tlnough tho body and counteracting any 
after-affects which ma.y prove serious. 
Wounds come in assorted sizes, shapes 
and kinds. 'l'here 's the simple wound, 
bleeding nicely and taking care o.f 
itself. It only calls for a clean 
dressing-no washing, please. Nature is 
doing the washing process ancl a dash of 
water from the faucet may only intro-
duce germs that otherwise would not 
have been present. If the wound does 
not bleed freely, wash it in boiled water. 
Just remember that there is time to boil 
the water; clon 't hurry . . 
Punctured wounds, caused by nails or 
slivers, must be macle to bleed. A hearty 
pinch will generally produce the desired 
results. Be sme that a doctor treats the 
punctured wound, for blood poisoning ancl 
lockjaw are the diseases that thrive in 
such cases. T1·eat all wounds, irrespective 
of kind, \vith a goocl antiseptic. 
'l'oo much bleeding is worse than not 
enough ancl must be controlled at once. 
A toumiquet, although very technical 
sounding, is merely a scarf, handkerchief 
or anything that can be tied in knots, 
wrapped around the ann or leg between 
the wound and the heart, with a knotted 
handkerchief or stone placed directly 
above the artery for more direct pTessure 
upon the artery and the bone. Caution 
here: Never leave a tourniquet in posi-
tion for more than 5 or 10 minutes with-
out 1·educing the pressure for an interval. 
It ~ia.y be applied again after the rest 
period, but too long pressure at once may 
do esrious damage . 
Even emergency treatment for broken 
bones is not hard if you are ''in the 
know. " Apply a splint, a "bone substi· 
tute,'' to keep the broken encls from rub-
bing and injuring the tissue. Any straight 
stick that will hold the break in an even 
line will clo. Put the broken part at rest 
and, above all, avoid unnecessary motion. 
BABIES-have convulsions. Convulsions 
call for a doctor. But, until he gets 
there, a warm bath will he.Jp to relax the 
contracted muscles, ancl while the baby is 
in the warm bath, apply colcl cloths to 
its head. 
There are general first aiel rules that 
never fail. Remember, only two instances 
call for immediate action- putt:i.J1g out 
fire a.nd controlling excessive bleeding. 
Everything else allows time to think. 
Use youT head. Be sme you're right ancl 
then act. But keep thinking and clo not 
be afraid to delay until you have done 
a goocl job of this mental process. 'l'he 
result is sme to be gratifying. 'l'hen 
don't be too cocky about your ability. 
Eyes and ears call for delicate treatment. 
In this clay and age doctors ftre usually 
within calling dista11ce. Leave such jobs 
to them. 
'l'he expensive grades of canned fruit 
cost more than others because of ''looks'' 
and added sugar. Th e standard grades 
arc just as useful for salads, fruit cups 
and general family use. 
When rolling in egg for deep frying, 
dilute the egg with 1 or 2 tablespoons 
of .water or milk. 
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There's t:he Dinner Gong! Next come the salads. It seems that all college girls like salads. Mixed 
fruit salad is the favorite. Popular com· 
binations are pineapple and apricot, pine-
apple, apple and banana., and apple, 
peach and apricot, diced and served on 
a lettuce leaf "DO you know that since I came to 
college I've learned to eat a lot 
of things that I never ate before1 
For instance, I had never eaten squash. 
The first time they served it here 1 
thought it was impossible, but now I 
think it is good. Don't you think it 
tastes like sweet-potatoes when it's baked 
and mashed with butter~" 
"Yes, a little bit, but I'll tell yon 
what I think is good. You know that 
Italian spaghetti that we have on cold 
days~ . That's what I like. It must be 
made like we fix it at home.'' 
''It's almost worth freezing a little 
outdoors, just to enjoy it more for 
lunch." 
This conversation, and· many more on 
the same subject, may be heard around 
a sorority house. ''She knows her 
onions'' is no idle phrase, and ''She 
counts her calories'' should be .sung in 
the same breath. 
A RECENT magazine article describes the average high school girl's lunch-
ean, stating, ''This is the luncheon on 
which your high-school daughter does her 
studying, gymnasium work, tennis play-
ing and archery practice. '' 
Does your mother know on what foods 
her college daughter leams her chemistry, 
walks up three flights of stairs in Central 
Building, cooks cornstarch pudding in 
Home Economics Hall and dances at the 
Union tea-dance ~ Of course, she knows 
the average breakfast daughter eats, if 
she eats breakfast. But the girl who rushes 
off to an '' 8 o'clock'' with only a light 
breakfast and hurries home aftel' classes 
l'avenously hungry- does her mother 
know what she eats~ 
If she eats at one of the organized 
houses Ol' dormitories near the campus, 
They "Go for" Salads 
she is fairly sure of receving a balanced 
diet. She does her work and play on a 
large va1·iety of foods. Which of these 
does she prefer~ 
Of the hot dishes there is no possible 
doubt of the two favorites, in one house 
By Edit:h Fezler 
at least. Noodles-and-tuna tops the list, 
with Italian spaghetti second. Third is 
a rice dish with ground beef, oniDns 
baked in tomato juice, and when the 
Shrimp are good; but when luncheon 
comes a slHimp salad clisappea1·s. A salad 
that I never have seen wasted consists 
Coeds Get the Needed Variety 
budget allows, mushrooms. In the even-
ing when a large group is served buffet 
style, chop suey with rice is a great favor-
ite for the main dish. At noon shrimp in 
cheese white sauce on toast is well liked. 
I T may be the fault of certain cul'l'ent 
advertisements or it may be the fault 
of the vegetable, but the fact remains 
that few girls will eat onions raw, baked, 
creamed or scalloped. Jiggs would feel 
insulted at the fashion in which corned 
beef and cabbage is scorned. 
For the benefit of the calorie counters, 
pc.tatoes are never served more than once 
e. clay and generally only twice a week. 
This is the rule in one house because the 
girls wish it to be. 
In general, even home economics stu-
dents, who should know the food value 
of spinach, turnips and parsnips, do not 
like them. Like the rest of the 2,000,-
000,000 people in the wodcl, they prefer 
candied sweet potatoes, peas, ca.rrDts, 
asparagus and green beans. These vege-
tables are especially popular when served 
in combinations ancl baked with white 
sauce and cheese. 
Of the soups, a meat-base soup with 
vegetables is the favorite. Noodle soup 
is the next in line. Oyster stew tops the 
list of the c1·eam soups, even though the 
oyster in some servings is the unknown 
quantity. (Some of the girls do not like 
oysters). Good cream of tomato soup 
and chili con carne are also well liked, 
judging by the way the dishes go back 
into the kitchen for more. 
of shrimp, chopped hard-cooked eggs, 
diced sweet pickles and a suitable mayon-
naise. 
You might take the girls fo1· southern-
ers from the way they like hot btreacls. 
Blueberry muffins, sweet rolls, butter-
scotch 1·olls, baking powder biscuits and 
coffee cake turn many a frown into a 
smile when they are served hot from the 
kitchen. 
A SANDWICH is a sandwich and no 
one kind seems to have achieved 
prominence in the '' foocl memory'' of 
coeds. A plain toasted cheese sandwich, 
however, might be mentioned as having 
successfully passed the bite test repeat-
edly. 
Are you one of those people who think 
that the college girl prefers pie for des-
sert~ If so, you a1·e wrong. 
The girls eat pie, but most of them clo 
not prefer it. Rich puddings are the fa-
vorite, and of these graham-cracker cust· 
arcl pudding heads the list. 
Girls love all rich desserts, chocolate 
cake with thick icing, upside-down cakes, 
elate pudding and apple crisp. Whipped 
cream is served with practically all des-
serts. If not, the gh·ls ask for plain 
cream. Of the ice creams, mh1t ice cream 
with chocolate sauce is much approved. 
Coffee is the pel'fect accompaniment. 
Mothm· 's college daughter would like 
to do her studying on noodles and tuna-
fish, candied sweet potatoes, cheese and 
vegetable combinations, fruit salads, hot 
breads and rich puddings. 
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If You're All on 
M RS. SMITH had a headache. She didn't feel like working. 
''This old dark house never 
looks clean anyhow,'' she told her next 
door neighbor, Mrs. Miller, ''and b es,aes, 
the family cloesn 't appreciate all my 
digging and scrubbing.'' 
''Do you know what I thing is wrong ~ ' 
asked Mrs. Miller suddenly. ''I think 
there's something wrong with your lights. 
You know, bad lighting can give you 
bad heaclaehes. And it can make you 
think your 'old clark house' is never 
clean.'' 
"What's wrong with our lights ~ And 
what do they have to do with the house 
looking clean~'' asked Mrs. Smith. 
"Well, those colored light bulbs in 
your living-room. It seems to me I've read 
that they cause headaches,'' Mrs. Miller 
explained. ''And your walls are so dark 
and gloomy-that's anothe1· thing. 
''What do you think I ought to do f '' 
Mrs. Smith was 1·eacly for a change. 
"I think I 'cl get l'id of those orange 
bulbs and get these walls painted a light 
cream,'' Mrs. Miller suggested. 
A 'ND Mrs. Miller was right. For Kathryn Cornell Waldron, M. S, 
former home ecOJJomics graduate student 
at Iowa State College, found, in exten-
sive experiments on home lighting under 
various color conditions, that tinted light 
bulbs do have an irritating effect upon 
people who use them. 
People who spent time in the experi-
mental room were irritated by the tinted 
lamps and remarked that such lighting 
would cause them to lose their sweet 
dispositions in a short time. 
Flame-tint lamps give a most disagree-
- able result, especially when used in rooms 
with clark walls. This may be clue to the 
effects upon the emotions of two oppo-
site factors-the stimulating flame light 
and the repressing, clark background. 
People who lived in the experimental 
house and used flame-tint, unshadecl 
lamps continually in the living-room com-
plained of headaches most of the time. 
When ordinary unglazed, Mazda A lamps 
were substituted, the headaches vanished. 
Like Mrs. Smith, most modern people 
prefer unshaded lamp fixtures equipped 
with tinted bulbs in the living-room. 
They consider primarily the artistic effect 
which has been greatly stressed in recent 
articles, rather than the effect upon dis-
positions. They do not realize, perhaps, 
the difference in illumination obtained 
from different types of light bulbs. 
Miss Waldron in her experiments mea -
sured the intensity of the light given by 
four kinds of bulbs, using a five-socket, 
m:ishaclecl central lighting fixture in a 
room with a northwest exposure. En-
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Look t:o Your Lighting 
vironmental conclitions were uniform for 
all of the experiments, except that the 
color of the wall was changed by the use 
of different hangings at different times. 
TINTING and f1·osting a bulb reduce its specific output of light, Miss W al-
dron found. The Mazda A lamp, un-
frosted and untinted, gave the greatest 
illumination per watt at a given voltage. 
The frosted ivory bulb was next best, 
then the painted lamp and last the flame-
tint lamp. Dark colors reduce the illu-
mination per watt more than light colors, 
and a combina.tion of tinting and frost-
ing reduces it more than either used 
alone. 
Dark walls and dark objects in a room 
diminish the useful light, Miss Waldron 
found. Colors of walls and ceiling great-
ly affect the efficiency of a lighting sys-
tem, as well as the dispositions of the 
family. 
Light walls absorb less light Limn dark 
ones, of course. Miss W a.Jdron used a 
light wall-paper and tangerine, red, yale 
blue and black wall hangings as back-
gi·otmds and found that with each bulb 
the greatest efficiency was obtained with 
wall-paper backgrouncl and the least with 
the black covering . 
The wall-paper and tangerine cover-
ing were good reflectors, and the othe1· 
coverings poor reflectors. The highest 
light intensity was obtained when the 
Mazda A lamp was used with the wall-
paper, and the lowest when the flame-
tint lamp was used with the black wall 
eovering. 
The Mazda A lamp was too bright, 
however, at any ordinary voltage to be 
used unshaded, Miss Waldron found. The 
human eye should not be subjected to a 
brightness greater than 3.5 candles per 
squa1·e inch. At a voltage of 110 (per-
haps the most common voltage) the A 
lamp gives a brightness of 14.7 candles 
per square inch. 
THE ivory and painted lamps also 
would n eed to be shaded unless used 
at low voltages (below 100 volts), she 
fowlCl. But the flame-tint lamp was nut. 
too bright to be used with an unshaded 
fixture at any time of the voltages tried. 
It is easy to see that Mrs. Miller 's sug-
gestions were good ones. The Smiths' 
orange light bulbs and dark brown walls 
were evidently too much for the lady of 
the household. They very probably 
causecl her depressed feeling, bad dis-
position and headaches. Shaded Mazda 
A lamps and light walls are what Mrs. 
(Continued on page 14) 
Don't Be Afraid to Let the Sunlight in 
Try Our Plumbing and 
Heating Repair Service. 
Palmer 
Plumbing Co. 
108 Hayward Ave. Phone 1091 
FLOWERS 
the :finishing touch for 
every occasion 
Evert's Florist 
Phone 490 208 Main St. 
COMMERCIAL 
PRINTING 
PRICE 
DELIVERY 
QUALITY 
CARTER PRESS 
127 WELCH AVENUE 
TRUE VALUES 
FOR 1934 
PRESSURE COOKERS 
10 qt. 
12 qt. 
18 qt. 
• 
$ 8.95 
10.95 
12.95 
SPEED QUEEN 
WASHERS 
Unusual Value-$44.95 
• 
UNIVERSAL 
GAS RANGES 
Full Insulated 
All Porcelain 
Oven Heat Control 
$59.50 
• 
CARR 
HARDWARE CO. 
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Shopping Wit:h 
The Homemaker 
N EW things, spring thing&--whatever your needs-we find real variety in 
shopping this month. 
If it's beauty there's the Memorial 
Union Beauty Shop waiting to get you 
all Teady for the party. . . Casey's are 
suggesting permanent waves. . . Field's, 
downtown, are the "oldest establishment 
but the most modernly equipped." 
* 
Tinted sandals for formal wear are 
offered by Trueblood's. Swagger 
suits-the chic thing for spring-some 
with dress to match, are at the Brown 
Shop .... The College Shop of Younkers 
presents swagger suits "windblown from 
the style centers." 
A cha.nge in seasons is the inspiration 
for sewing. Skinners crepes and McCall 
pntterns are at the Fair ... Beau Monde 
Si lks in spring tints a11d designs come 
from Stephenson's. 
·• 
'l'ho "finishing touch for every occa-
sion"- flowers-from Everts. . . Hazel 
Bucknam at the Treasure Shoppe will be 
pleased to serve you-neckwear, lingerie 
and hosiery. 
* 
Dollar books are listed by the Student 
Supply. . . "A real drug store," that's 
the Campus Drug. . . The new book, 
"Art T1·aining Through Home Problems," 
by Mabel Russell and Elsie Wilson, in-
structors in home economics, may be 
bought at the College Book Store. 
Pressure cookers, Speed Queen Wash-
ers, Universal gas ranges-things for the 
homemaker- a r·e offered by Carr Hard-
ware Company. . . Small needed items 
are at the Campus 5c-$1.00 store. . . 
* * * 
Bates Baking Company offers baked 
goods-an idea for the spread. When 
plumbing and heating go wrong, it's time 
to call Palmer Plumbing Company for 
repair service . 
* * * 
The Carter Press for commercial print-
ing-and that includes dance programs-
with price, delivery and quality. . . Of 
course it is Rexall goods at the Frank 
Theis Rexall Store. 
A b1·oom kept just outside the door 
and used for brushing snow from feet 
saves work for the housewife. And a little 
broom, small enough for a child to handle 
easily, hung within convenient reach just 
outside the door, will tempt the young-
sters to brush themselves off before com-
ing inside. 
Hazel Bucknam 
AT 
THE TREASURE SHOPPE 
• Neckwear - Lingerie 
Van Raalte Hosiery 
• A Pleasure to Serve You 
$$$Dollar Books$$$ 
We have a new and complete 
stock of titles to choose from. 
Books that originaly sold at 
$2.50 to $5.00 
Growing Into Life 
Devils, Doctors and Drugs 
Adams Family 
American Book of Verse 
Come in and see our selection 
Student 
Supply Sttore 
Just what our 
slogan implies. 
• 
CAMPUS 
DRUG CO. 
"A Real Drug Store" 
Linco,ln Way and Welch 
DAINTY NEW 
Formal Sandals 
We tint them any shade 
$3.85 and $5.00 
~ 
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If you wash ond scour yom tea kettle 
every week, you will prevent a thick de-
posit of lime from forming on the bot-
tom of it. Furthermore, if this deposit 
is kept removed you will lose less fuel in 
heating the water. If tlie deposit has 
been form ed, it may be r emoved by one 
of two methocls. The first is to· heat vine-
gar and water together in the kettle; if 
the mixture bubbles, the deposit is soft-
ening and soon can be scmpecl out. If 
tho acid does not soften the deposit, 
place the kettle dry over the flam and 
pour in cold water. The cold water will 
cause the scale to crack. 
FRANK THEIS, Druggist 
THE REXALL STORE 
217 Main St. Ames, Iowa 
Fields Beauty Shop 
Oldest establishment but most 
modernly equipped 
Address 
226Y2 Main Tel. No. 1069 
Casey's Beauty Salon 
Permanents-$3.50 and $5 
Operators-Irma Spriggs, Casey 
Williams 
BATES 
BAKING 
COMPANY 
407 Duff Ph. 206 
Campus Sc to $1.00 Store 
A good place to buy any of your 
small needed items at 
.05-.10 to .25 
Swagger Suits 
of Novelty Tweeds 
Some With Dress to Match 
12.95 to 39.50 
THE BROWN SHOP 
Downt own 
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Homes for the Future 
By Isabella Palmer 
CAN you imagine what t he airmail pilot will see when he flies over our 
fair cities of tomorrow~ He will 
probably look clown upon multitudes of 
cubicles which could very well be com-
pared to blocks strewn about a child's 
nursery. 
'rhe modern age demands a distinctly 
new and individual type of architectur e, 
strikingly differen t from that of any pre-
vious period. Om needs a.re quite dis-
similar to those of our forefathers, who 
developed the style of architectme after 
which we have patterned our home. W e 
are extr emely health conscious and realize 
the necessity of goocl ventilation and 
plenty of sunlight. Unlike our Victorian 
grandmothers, we despise hair wreaths 
and the countless lare-trinu11ed doilies 
which inevitably cluttered up the dim re-
cesses of their best varlors. 
'rho day of efficiency has anivecl, and 
women demand homes which are easily 
kept in ship-shape condition with mini-
mum effort. 'rhey r ealize the importance 
o-f keeping in touch with world affairs 
and 1·efuse to bury themselves with 
brooms aJJcl clusters from one year to the 
next. Utility is t he principal qualifica-
tion of the house of t he f uture, and t he 
modern type of a rchitecture most cer-
tainly fu lfills this r equirement. 
A ROI-II'l'EO'l'S a1·e designing homes in 
which simplicity is t he dominating 
note. Beauty is found in line and propor-
tion rather than in extreme ornamenta-
tion. Houses are being planned so that 
facilities for working, playing and Testing 
are practical and conveniently situated. 
Experiments with new and cheaper ma-
terials are being conducted, so that t his 
type of dwelling may be constructed in-
expensively. Although most of them are 
of fireproof materials, wood is also used. 
City building restrictions are always 
carefully considered. 
It has been thought by some that home 
owners wonld hesitate to change to t his 
type of architectu;·e because of its severe 
plainness. This should not prove to be a 
stumbling b lock, however, since plaiJ1, 
streamlined automobiles have been very 
generally acce·ptecl. 
An important decision will be made 
by the woman in the home within the 
next few years. It is up to her. Will 
modern a rchitecture come into extensive 
use, or will the styles of our ancestors 
suffice for our ultra-modern population~ 
Evaporated milk is just as useful in 
building bone and teeth as is whole milk. 
Its calcium, phosphorus and 11itrogen con · 
tent is easily utilized in the body. Vita-
mins A, D and G are also present in t he 
same proportion as in normal whole milk. 
Look to Your lighting 
(ContiAmed f?·om page 12) 
Smith needs to brighten her home, and 
her sonl as well. 
Psychological factors like these need 
conSiicleration along with efficiency in 
this matter of lighting. Warm-colored 
lights are stimulating, but they may not 
prove disagreeable to some people. Sub-
conscious associations may make them 
either agreea.ble or disagreeable. They 
may make some people nervous and put 
others at ease. Temperament and ex-
perience enter in her e. 
Artistic values need, too, to be con-
sidered, of course. Some rooms seem to 
r equire colored lights; others can stand 
strong white illumination. Of course, 
on the whole colored bulbs a1·e less effi-
cient than clear glass ones. But in some 
cases it is perbaps wise to sacrifice some 
efficiency for the sake of beatuy. 
The individual homemaker must study 
t he qualities of her home that need em-
phasis and light her rooms to thei1· best 
aclvm1tage. But she must not be so en-
grossed in getting the right artistic effect 
that she ruins the dispositions of her 
family. She must remember that some 
colored lights cause headaches and de-
pressed feelings. And if she's at all in -
terested in economy she will consider effi-
ciency in lighting-the illumination ob-
tained per watt of electricity used. 
Mulled Grape Juice 
A good hot drink comes from a favor-
ite old German recipe for mulled grape 
wine. But you nse unfermented grape 
juice, instead, and call the drink mulled 
grape juice. 
Beat the yolk and white of an egg sep-
arately, and to the yolk add 1 tablespoon 
of sugar, a clash of cinnamon and cloves 
and 1 cup of unfennented grape juice. 
P lace this over hot water until the mix-
t ure is slightly thickened, fold in the 
stiff ly beaten egg white with a little salt, 
and beat them for 2 minutes over the hot 
water. When the egg white is completely 
incorporated and the beverage is piping 
hot, serve it at once. 
'rhis drink, served with wafer-thin 
anclwiches with a filling of cream cheese 
and chopped olives, makes a delicious, in-
expensive and distinctive refreshment for 
a ny "tea" or supper. 
A platter of crisp, curly bacon aJJd 
fried pineapple slices or broiled canned 
peach halves is something different for a 
Sunday breakfast treat. 
Some of the new hosiery colors for 
spring are a pale b eige, designated as 
cl::Lwn or honeydew, for wear with beige, 
string, or natural costumes. Mocha or 
tobn.cco is a darker neutral shade to wear 
with the gray-browns and the clark neu-
tral tweeds. Putty beige is a last sum-
mer colo·r. 
Sally t:he St:yle Scout: 
( Cm~tinued from page 5) 
for some interesting buttons, will be 
appropriate for school. 
Y on've probably all noticed the new 
mode in hair arrangement that has made 
its appeaJ'[UlCe on the campus this year. 
Being inquisitive, we tracked the matter 
down a'nd discovered Mary Gerlach. 
MaJ·y sa.ys she doesn't know just how 
it happened, but it seemed unfair that 
only girls with long hair could wear 
braids. A Joan Crawford picture came 
to town one day and Mary got her idea. 
She begin pulling her hair down tightly 
on each side in a braid and catching 
the ends into a froth of curls in back. 
And so began an Iowa State College fad. 
Mary is an advocate of prints for 
this spring. Her dress will have a print 
hat to match and, perhaps gloves, too. 
A colol'ful orange-red pattern will be 
her choice. 
Another of Mary's dream ideas is a 
white knit suit-unusual in that it will 
be a tunic outfit. A black band at tile 
bottom of the tunic and. touches of black 
at the sleeves and neck will be accentu· 
ated by black accessories for eru·ly 
spring weru·. She thinks white ones 
will be more appropriate later. · 
Because she already has some grey 
spring shoes and other grey accessories 
that match her fur coat, Wilma George 
is wisely assembling her outfit in greys 
and blues. A grey d1·ess is one of the 
items. It will have a plaid. skirt-1·ed, 
green and yellow on a grey background-
with a very clever cape that may button 
up high around the neck or lie senmely 
Lack. The blouse will be plain grey 
taffeta. A blue spring coat will cmil· 
plete the ensemble. 
MARTHA BRANDT and Dorothy 
Bloedel prove they have eyes for 
real chic by choosing shirt-waist dresses. 
Martha's is of bengaline ci·epe--broW11, 
orange and white in inch-wide stripes. 
Brown buttons and a large brown bo~v 
are its sma1-t finishing touches. A wide· 
brimmed white hat aJJd brown and white 
pumps are the correct a.ccessories, Mar· 
tha thinks. Dorothy's dress will be of 
red·and·white tie print with a dark blue 
three-quarter length coat. 
We'd lo-ve to describe to the last de· 
tail Millie Martin's new formal-white 
net over blue crepe, with rows and rows 
of ruchings-in all its delectable dainti· 
11ess, and Josephine Ringrose's new out· 
fit-wool jacket in light blue unbal· 
anced plaid m1d dress matching rough 
crepe·, its belt tying cleverly in front. 
It's such a fascinating sub-ject. 
We can't stop, though, without g1vmg 
you an idea of how really far-sighted 
our co-eds are in this matter of being 
successfully and appropriately dressed. 
Arlene Brubaker is designing, alrea.dy, 
for the time when warm days a.re really 
here, an outfit superbly complete in 
CYery detail. It is of dark brown and 
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pastel peach pique, combined. The dress 
is dark brown, joined with cording to 
a deep peach-colored yoke, the joinings 
being mm·ked in back by dark brown 
"frogs" fastening over into the peach. 
A different idea, isn't iU Tl1e coat 
flares, stopping short just above the 
knees, and is caught in at the waist 
with a narrow belt. It's closing line 
boasts peach-colored "frogs." Her 
gloves will be peach and her hat, 
brimmed, will be brown with peach cord· 
iug. 
Now we Teally must concentrate on 
what the prof is saying in his lecture. 
Keeping Food Cool 
(Continued f?·orn page 2} 
quired to ma.u1tain the desired tempera-
ture. 
THE refrigerator should be located as far.• from all som·ces of heat as pas· 
sible. Tests have proved that more elec· 
tricity is used by refrigerators standing 
in the warmer parts of the room. 
Experiments on the temperatures main-
tained in electric refrigerators show that 
the amount and the temperature of the 
food placed in the refrigerator have a 
great deal to do with the amount of elec-
tricity required to maintain the proper 
temperature. Hot foods should be cooled 
to l'OO•n temperature before bei11g put 
into the refrigerator. 
Experiments have also shown that too 
frequent use of the 1·efrigerator doors 
raises the operating costs. 
Another impo1tant consideration in the 
efficient operation of an electric refriger· 
ator is the amount of frost allowed to 
accumulate on the cooling unit. This frost 
acts as an insulator and retards the nb· 
sorption of heat by the cooling unit from 
tho air inside the refrigerator. A little 
care in operation will prevent this frost 
15 
formation, thereby saving on the electric 
bill and making defrosting to get effi· 
cient cooling necessary less frequently. 
STORING uncovered foods in the elec-
tric refrigerator increases frost de· 
posit on the cooling unit. A11y well con· 
structed refrigerator maintains an active 
air circulation, resulting in evaporation 
of moisture from stored foods. This means 
that all foods, whether liquid or solid, 
should be covered when they are placed 
in a refrigerator to retard, as much as 
possible, the lo,ss of moisture to the air. 
Thus, efficiency in refrigeration may 
be increased by care in management aJld 
by the observance of a few simple, com· 
mon·sense principles. 
Clara Bart:on Girls 
(Continued fmrn page 4) 
The girl who spends $675 a year said 
that she ''thoroughly enjoyed it,'' liked 
having to budget her time and thought 
the girls more congenial than in most 
dormitories. 
Several said that the experience of 
working with others was invaluable. One 
remarked that there is a ''better feel· 
ing'' in a ''coop dorm.'' 
''It's something you can't get any· 
where else. You get to know the girls 
better thaJl in other dorms,'' said a sen· 
ior. 
All of the girls like the work they do 
and enjoy saving half on board. 
'ro obtain onion juice, cut an 011ion in 
halves, crosswise. With a knife, scrape 
the cut side of onion a.ncl the juice will 
flow. 
'l'o remove starch and syrup stains 
from table linen, wash in lukewarm 
water. 
Art Training Through Home Problems 
by Mabel Russell 
and 
Elsie Pearl Wilson 
of 
Iowa State 
for sale by 
COLLEGE BOOK STORE 
ON THE CAMPUS 
